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~ide holes to keep the pressurized length 
about 3/4 (rO - r,). The cylinders were 
then t('std by applying up to 50 pounds 
pCI' square inch internal pressure in 
10 pounds per square inch increments 
by means of a tank of commercial nitro
gen . . Strains were measured by a Bald
win strain indicator. 

Pressurizing the cylinders to 50 pounds 
per square ineh resulted in linear clastic 
behavior for all gages. The strains meas
ured were averaged for the two halves 
of the cylinder and these average results 
wcre used to calculate the stress-con
centration factors (K factors). 

Results 

The results of the strain gage tests 
arc given in Figure 8 as plots of the 
stress concentration factor in the hoop 
direction us . distance along the longi
tudinal axis of the cylinder from the 
,ide hole. For the geometry tested 
the stress concentration was maximum 
in the hoop direction of the cylinder at 
thc edge of the side hole and decreased 
as the distance from the side hole in
creased . The curve for the cylinder 
having a wall ratio, R = 2, and a side 
hole ratio, Rs = 1.0, was calculated by 
using the following formula and the 
strain values listed in Table II. 

where 
E modulus of elasticity 

hoop and longitudinal strains, 
respeeti vel y 

Poisson's ratio 
intnnal pressure 
hoop stress in cylinclel' with 

Sll'CSS eoneentr:ltion e!Teet 
normal hoop stress in cylinder 

The remainder of the Cllrves on Figure 
8 for cylinders having side hole ratios 
Rs = 2, were calculated by using the 
following formula and the stress and 
strain values lis ted in Table III. 

where 

(fr = racli,,\stress =-p 
(f, = longitlldinal stress 

(22) 

For this gwup of cylinders (fl .• = 2), 
tItt 1()II~itlldin;tI strains were not JI1l:as
lired closc to the sick 1101(; interface; 
uJI,seCjucntly, to calculate J..' vahl<:s, 
tht longitrldinal ~tress, <r" had to ue 
approximated so that Eflualion 22 could 
he used. This was donl: by superposing 
tlVO strtssl:S; one stress, <r/, was the 
usual longitudinal stres~ given by the 
equation 
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Figure 8. K curves for various cylinders 
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